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We denote by r,s-SAT the class of instances of the satisfiability problem in which every clause 
contains exactly r variables, and every variable has at most s occurrences. We show that the 
satisfiability of a class re,se-SAT implies the satisfiability of classes r,s-SAT, for certain well- 
defined higher values of r and s. We disprove a related conjecture of Tovey. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that SAT, the Boolean satisfiability problem, is NP-complete [2]. 
Since this problem is at the root of the complexity theory [4], a large number of 
researchers have sought to determine classes of instances of SAT which may be 
solved by polynomial algorithms. Cook [2] has shown that SAT restricted to in- 
stances with exactly three variables per clause (3-SAT problem) remains NP- 
complete and he has shown that instances with exactly two variables per clause 
(2-SAT problem) may be solved in polynomial time and are therefore in P. Latter, 
better algorithms were proposed to solve 2-SAT problem: Even, Itai and Shamir [3], 
then Aspwall, Plass and Tarjan [l], and recently Hansen, Jaumard and Minoux [6]. 
Papadimitriou [7] and Tovey [8] have gone further into restrictions under which 
a problem remains NP-complete. Thus Tovey has introduced classes of instances 
r,s-SAT with Y variables per clause and at most s occurrences per variable. He has 
shown that 3,4-SAT is the strongest possible restriction of SAT on the number of 
occurrences, which remains NP-complete. Furthermore, Tovey has established the 
following theorem: Every instance of r,s-SAT is satisfiable. In this paper, we 
generalize this theorem by showing that if a satisfiable class of instances r,,s,-SAT 
is known, that is to say all instances of the class ro,so-SAT are satisfiable, one may 
deduce that all classes of instances r, s-SAT such that r = r, + A and s 5 so + ~[s,/r,] 
with 1 E N, are also satisfiable ([xl denotes the integral part of x). Tovey has also 
proposed the following conjecture: All instances of r,s-SAT such that s12’-’ - 1 
are satisfiable. In this paper we build up counterexamples for the conjecture with 
the help of two transformations, and we suggest bounds for satisfiable classes of 
instances r, s-SAT. 
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Instances of SAT are taken to be in conjunctive normal form (conjunction of 
clauses) with no repeated variables in a clause, and clauses may be repeated in an 
instance. 
2. Satisfiability of classes of instances r,s-SAT 
Does the knowledge of a satisfiable class of instances r,,s,-SAT allows us to 
deduce that other classes r, s-SAT are satisfiable? We show that classes of instances 
r, s-SAT such that r = r. + L and SI so + A[so/ro] with ,l E N, are also satisfiable. 
Let us first establish the following simple proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. If all instances of a given class r, s-SAT with exactly s occurrences 
per variable are satisfiable, the class of instances r,s-SAT is satisfiable. 
Proof. Let us suppose that the condition of Proposition 2.1 is true and that there 
exists a contradictory instance of the class r, s-SAT, with m clauses and n variables. 
Let us attempt to add m’ c!auses to this instance so as to obtain a new contradictory 
instance with exactly s occurrences per variable. And let us allow, if necessary, for 
the introduction of n’ new variables in the m’ clauses. Let xi be a variable of the 
original instance with i = 1,2, . . . , n and lxj/ the number of occurrences of xi. To 
derive the new contradictory instance, each variable Xi must have s- IXil occur- 
rences in the m’ clauses, and each of the n’ new variables must have s occurrences. 
The sum of occurrences of all the variables in the m’ clauses must be equal to the 
total number of litterals of these m’ clauses: 
;i, (s- Ixil) + n’s = m’r, 
with C:=, lxil =mr, hence: 
ns-mr = m’r-n’s. (1) 
If we can find two integers m’ and n’ verifying (l), we can fill up as below an array 
T with m’ lines and r columns, wherein each Xi appears s- IXil times and each of 
the n’ new variables s times. Let us choose m’ and n’ such that: 
m’=j3ms-m, n’=pmr-n, 
with p a strictly positive integer. m’ and n’ are positive integers and verify (1) 
whatever the value of p is. Let us then fill the array T column by column from top 
to bottom and from left to right with every xi in s- Ixi I squares in succession and 
every new variable in n’ squares in succession. Any of the variables will not appear 
more than once on the same line of T if the number of its occurrences is less than 
or equal to m’. This condition is satisfied for all variables if slm’, namely if 
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fir (s + m)/ms. The choice of /3 is always possible. We may therefore fill in the array 
T as stated above and the m’ lines of T can be taken as m’ clauses with r distinct 
variables. It matters little whether or not the variables are complemented since 
clauses may be repeated in an r,s-SAT instance. These m’ clauses form, together 
with the m clauses of the original instance, a contradictory instance of the r, s-SAT 
class with exactly s occurrences per variable. This is contrary to the hypothesis and 
Proposition 2.1 is therefore true. 0 
We now prove: 
Proposition 2.2. Let r,,s,-SAT be a satisfiable class of instances; then the class of 
instances r. + 1, so + [so/r,]-SAT is satisfiable. 
Proof. According to Proposition 2.1, if all the instances of the class ro+ l,so + 
[so/r,]-SAT with exactly so+ [so/r01 occurrences per variable are satisfiable, the 
class r. + 1, so + [so/r,]-SAT is satisfiable. 
Let us suppose that the condition of Proposition 2.2 is verified and that there is 
a contradictory instance of the class r. + 1, so + [so/r,]-SAT with exactly so + [so/r01 
occurrences per variable. Let C = {C,, C,, . . . , C,,,} be the set of the clauses in this 
instance and X=(x1,x2, . . . . x,,} be the set of its variables. Let Xi be a variable (sup- 
posed to be uncomplemented without loss of generality) in a clause C’ of this in- 
stance. And let us denote Cj =AjVXi. The instance remains contradictory if the 
clause Cj is replaced by the clause Aj. If we apply this operation on [so/r01 clauses 
containing Xi (complemented or not), the number of occurrences of Xi is reduced to 
se, and the length of the [so/ro] new clauses is r,. If we do the same for each of the 
variables on all distinct clauses, we will obtain a contradictory instance of the class 
ro,so- SAT, after a deletion at random of a variable in the remaining clauses with 
ro+ 1 variables. We must therefore associate each of the variables with [so/ro] 
clauses containing it, so that the clauses associated with the variables are all distinct. 
Let us denote by T, the subset of clauses containing variable xi. Let q = [so/ro]. 
Each K has exactly so+ q clauses (number of occurrences of a variable) and a 
clause appears exactly in ro+ 1 T, (number of variables in a clause). Let us replace 
each Ti by q copies Ti,) T2, . . . , q,. Let us apply Hall’s theorem [5] to the resulting 
nq sets T). The union of any k subsets Ti, for every k = 1,2, . . . , nq, contains a 
number A4 of distinct clauses such that Mz k(s, + q)/(q(r, + l)), because a clause 
appears at most q(r, + 1) times in the k subsets K;. Since 
so + 4 so-roq -= 
(ro+l) (r,+l) +” so/r0 - q 2 0, 
Mz k. By Hall’s theorem there exists a system of nq distinct clauses that we denote 
by { Ci,} with C!, E T, for i= 1,2, . . . , n and j= 1,2, . . . , q. If we suppress in each set 
{Cj,,Cil,...* C,} the variable Xi and if we suppress at random a variable in the 
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clauses of C, not included in {C;,}, we obtain a contradictory instance ro,so-SAT. 
This contradicts the hypothesis. We then deduce that instances with exactly 
so + [so/ro] occurrences per variable in the class r. + 1, so + [so/r,]-SAT are satisfiable 
and therefore, according to Proposition 2.1, that class r. + l,.s,+ [so/ro]-SAT is 
satisfiable. q 
From Proposition 2.2 we can deduce the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let ro,so-SAT be a satisfiable class of instances. Then any class of 
instances r, s-SAT such that r = r. + A and s I so + A [so/r01 with 1 E N , is satisfiable. 
Proof. Let us apply 1 times Proposition 2.2 to its conclusion. One easily checks that: 
V?tEN, 
[ 
SO + A [so/r0 I
r. + A I 
= bO/r01; 
then, the class r. + A, so + A [so/r,]-SAT is also satisfiable. q 
[8, Theorem 2.41 appears as a corollary of Theorem 2.3. 
Corollary 2.4. Since the class of instances 1, l-SAT is satisfiable, all classes of in- 
stances r, r-SAT are satisfiable. 
3. Disproof of the conjecture of Tovey 
Tovey has proposed the following: 
Conjecture 3.1. Every instance of r,s-SAT such as s< 2’-’ - 1 is satisfiable. 
The conjecture is interesting for r-14 because for r<4 we know that instances 
with s5 2’-’ - 1 are satisfiable by Corollary 2.4. 
We propose to construct l-SAT, 2-SAT, 3-SAT,... consecutive contradictory in- 
stances seeking out the smallest possible values of s. We prove that the conjecture 
is false from 4-SAT onwards, since we construct a contradictory instance with s = 6. 
We will move from a contradictory r-SAT instance to a contradictory r+ l-SAT 
instance by using the following two transformations which do not change the 
satisfiability of an instance. 
Transformation 1. Let S be a SAT instance, C any clause in S and x a variable of 
C which is supposed to be uncomplemented without loss of generality. Let us con- 
sider the set K of clauses other than C which contain x (complemented or un- 
complemented). Let us make two copies of K, denoted by K, and K2, in which x 
is respectively renamed x, and x2. Let us also consider the clause C(x, vx2) obtain- 
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ed by substituting to x, x, VX, in C. The satisfiability of S is not changed by replac- 
ing the set of clauses CA K by the set C(x, vx2) A K, A K2. Indeed, if S is satisfiable, 
a solution of the new instance is deduced from a solution of S by assigning the truth 
value of x to xi and x,. Vice versa, if the new instance is satisfiable, a solution of 
S is deduced from a solution of the new instance by assigning to x the value true 
if xi or x, is true and false otherwise. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that the two following operations do not modify 
the satisfiability of instances: 
(1) The variables which appear only in K may be renamed differently in K, and 
K2. If y is such a variable, it may be renamed y, in K, and y2 in K2. 
(2) Clauses other than those containing x may be included in K. This may allow 
some variables to appear only in K. 
The transformation can be generally written: R[C,x -+ x, Vx,, K, Y]. The first 
argument refers to the clause in which we have substituted two variables to one, the 
second argument refers to the substitution procedure, the third argument refers to 
the set K defined previously, the fourth argument is optional and refers to variables 
appearing only in K and which are renamed differently in the two copies of K. 
Transformation 2. Let S be a SAT instance and C any clause in S. The satisfiability 
of S is not changed by replacing C by the two clauses (CVP) and (CV/3), P being 
a new variable which does not appear in S. Indeed, p can take the value true or false, 
we obtain S in both cases. To generalize this, let Ci, C,, . . . , Cp be any p clauses in 
S, and L a subclause common to the p clauses (all terms of L are found in each 
clause C,). The satisfiability of S is not changed if we replace the p clauses by the 
following p-t 1 clauses: (C,Vp), (C2Vf$, . . . . (C,V~) and (Lv/3), p being a new 
variable not appearing in S. If S is satisfiable, the new instance is also satisfiable 
by assigning the value true to p. Vice versa, if the new instance is satisfiable, there 
is at least one solution. Let us then replace p in the new instance with its truth value 
it has in the solution. If p is true we obtain S and S is therefore satisfiable. If ,8 is 
false, the solution satisfies the clause L in the new instance, and therefore C,, 
C,, .*., C,. Since the solution also satisfies the other clauses in the new instance, it 
also satisfies all clauses of S. The transformation we have just described can be 
generally written: T[E, L,/3]. The first argument refers to the set {C,, C,, . . . , C,}, 
the second argument refers to the subclause common to the foregoing clauses, and 
the third argument refers to the new variable. 
Using the two transformations defined above, let us now successively construct 
the contradictory instances of l-SAT, 2-SAT, 3-SAT, . . . . looking for the smallest 
possible number of occurrences per variable. 
The smallest contradictory l-SAT instance is: 
(I) 2 
(2) x 
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Let us apply to this instance the transformation R which we describe in detail. 
Let us choose the clause (1) to substitute X1 VX2 to the literal X. Let us copy clause 
(2) twice, renamed x by x1 and x,. We obtain: 
(1) RtV& 
(2) XI 
(3) x2 
We have just applied R[C=(l), X+R,VX~,,K=(~)]. 
Let us now apply to clauses (2) and (3) transformation T in its simplest form, 
namely by replacing a clause C by (CVP) and (CVP). One takes Y, and Y2 for /3 in 
(2) and (3), hence: 
(1) RtVX2 
(2) XI VA 
(3) XlVYl 
(4) X2VJ2 
(5) X2VY2 
We have just applied T[E=(2), L=xl, p=yI] and T[E=(3), L=x~, P=Yz]. 
The above 2-SAT instance is contradictory. It has 5 clauses and 4 variables with 
a maximum number of occurrences per variable s = 3, which is the smallest possible 
number since for s=2 the 2-SAT instances are satisfiable. 
We rewrite the 2-SAT instance as follows: 
(1) K,VX2 
(2,) X,VJ; 
(3j) XivYi 
with i = 1,2. 
Let us apply the following transformations R to this instance: R[C=(l), 
.F2-+X2VX3, K=(22),(32), Y=Y2] and R[C=(2i), J;+Ji,IVJ,2, K=(3;)] for i= 
1,2,3. We obtain: 
(1) x1 VX2VR3 
C2i) xivJi,1vPi,2 
C3i,j) xivYi,j 
with i-1,2,3 andj=l,2. 
Let US now apply the following transformations T: T[E = (3;,j), L =yi,j, p = Zi,j] 
for i= 1,2,3 andj= 1,2, and T[E=(4,j), L=_~i,jVzi,j, P=Ui,j] for i= 1,2,3 and.i- 
1,2. Hence the final 3-SAT instance: 
(1) X,V.qVXs 
C2i) xiv_“i, I vJi,2 
C3i,j) xivYi,jv%,j 
C4i,j) Y;,jvG,jvai,j 
C5i,j) Yi,jVzi,jVai,j 
with i= 1,2,3 and j= 1,2. 
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This 3-SAT instance is contradictory. It has 22 clauses and 21 variables with a 
maximum number s=4 of occurrences per variabie (this is the case of X; and Yi,j) 
which is the smallest possible since for s = 3 all instances are satisfiable. 
Simi1ary one can transform the above 3-SAT instance into a &SAT instance. 
Let us apply transformation R so as to substitute to X3, X3 V& in (l), then to y;,2r 
Ji,2VJi,sin(2i)fori=l,2,3, thentoZi,j,Zi,j,iVZ,j,2in(3,j)for i=l,2,3 andj=1,2. 
We obtain the following instance: 
(1) PI Y&q VXs V/q 
(2i) xivJi, 1 vJi,2vJi,3 
(3i,j) xivYi,jvG,j,1v%,j,2 
(4i,j,k) Yi,,vzi,j,kVCli,j,k 
(gi,j,k) P;jL’qj,k L’q,j,k 
with i=l,2,3,4, j-1,2,3 and k=l,2. 
Let US IIOW apply traIlSfOIIIlatiOIlS T, Starthg with T[E= (4i, j,k), (5,j, k), L = zi, j,k , 
p = t,,j,k] for i = 1,2,3,4, j = 1,2,3 and k = 1,2 and continuing until we obtain the 
following 4-SAT instance: 
(II n,u.qu~~V~~ 
C&J\ Xi \;/ ‘Ye, 1 2/ ‘Ye, 2 V ‘Ye, 3 
(yi,jj “- “- 
xi v’Yi, j ” Zi, j, 1 v Zi, j, 2 
(4i,j,k) Yi,jvzi,j,kVai,j,kV6,j,k 
(5i,j,k) Yi,jVZi,j,kVai,j,kV$,j,k 
(6i,j,k) Zi,j,kVti,j,kV~i,j,kViii,j,k 
(?i,j,kj Zi,j,k~‘li,j,k~‘di,j,k\;/‘~,j,k 
(8i&J Z,-~~V~:~~kV,;,ikV~~,ik 
(%;j, li) ‘?, j, k ‘qf,,j, k v‘?, j, k vq; j, k 
(lOi,j,k) ui,~,kvc,j,kVdi,j,kV~i,j,k 
(lli,j,k) Ui,j,kVCi,j,kVdi,j,kVe,,j,k 
with i=1,2,3,4,j=l,2,3 and k=l,2. 
T’nis &?%-I instance iS ContraCilctory. it COnkilnS 2m clauses and 2IB variables 
with a maximum number s= 6 of occurrences per variable (this is the c.zse of 
variabIes ui, j 3 zi, j, k 7 ti, j, k 9 uf,j,k). It therefore contradicts Tovey’s conjecture. 
It is possible to prove directly that this instance is contradictory. In order that 
clause (1) is satisfied, one of its literals must be true, namely pi, i E [l, 41. Let us 
replace Xi by its value in the corresponding clause (2,). In order that (2,) is satisfied, 
one of its literals must be true, namely Ji,j, j E [ 1,3]. Let us replace xi and ycj by 
their value in the clause (3.j). We then deduce as above, that a literal z,,j,k, kE [l, 21 
iS true. Let us now replace Yi,j and Zi,j,k by their value in the clauses (4i,j,k) and 
(5&j,,). These tW0 ChSeS imply that c,j,k iS trUe whatever the Value of af,j,k is. We 
may contiffue this reasoning up to dause (ioi,j, k). we then deduce that ui,j, k, ci,j, k, 
di,j,k, ei,j,k are false. The last clause (1 li,j,k) Cannot be satisfied. Hence all clauses 
cannot be simultaneously satisfied. 
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We can continue to construct contradictory r-SAT instances by using transforma- 
tions R and T for values of r greater than 4. Appendix A gives a contradictory 
5-SAT instance constructed from the 4-SAT instance. Its maximum number of oc- 
currences per variable is s = 11. 
4. Search for some hounds for satisfiable classes of instances r,s-SAT 
Given r, is it possible to calculate a maximum value of s for which all classes of 
instances r,s-SAT are satisfiable? Searching for this maximum value is the same as 
searching for the minimum value of s for which classes r,s-SAT can contain con- 
tradictory instances. Let us denote by s, this minimum value and by r,s,-SAT the 
boundary classes. We constructed, in Section 2, contradictory I-SAT, 2-SAT and 
3-SAT instances which have the smallest possible maximum number of occurrences 
per variable. We believe that this is also the case of the 4-SAT instance with s = 6 
which was used to disprove Tovey’s conjecture and of the 5SAT instance with s = 11 
provided in Appendix A. Each of these r-SAT instances was constructed from the 
previous one. Let us denote by pu, the ratio s,+~ /s,, and let us calculate the first 
values of ,u,. assuming that s,=6 and s5 = 11 (see Table 1). 
Note. If Tovey’s conjecture were a satisfiability boundary (for rr3), the smallest 
possible values of s for contradictory r-SAT instance to exist would have been 
s,.= 2’-’ and pu, would have been constant and equal to 2. We know that, in 
general, whatever the value of r is, it is always possible, from a contradictory in- 
stance of the class r,s-SAT, to construct a contradictory instance of the class 
r+ 1,2s-SAT by simple transformation consisting of replacing each clause C by two 
clauses (CV~) and (Cvp), /I being a new variable. There would therefore be no bet- 
ter transformation than that one to obtain a contradictory instance at the rank r + 1 
from a contradictory instance at the rank r. We showed in Section 3 with transfor- 
mations R and T that better transformations exist. 
One may wonder does the ratio ,uu, varies with r. The construction of contradic- 
tory instances in Section 3 leads us to think that as r increases, it becomes more and 
more difficult to minimize s,. Since pr is limited by the value 2, we propose the 
conjecture that ,u, tends towards 2 when r increases. 
Table 1 
r-SAT 
l-SAT 
2-SAT 
3-SAT 
4-SAT 
S-SAT 
sr /Jr =&+1/s, 
2 _ 
3 1.5 
4 1.33 
6 1.5 
11 1.83 
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Appendix A 
Contradictory 5-SAT instance containing 3986 clauses and 3985 variables with a 
maximum number s = 11 of occurrences per variable: 
(1) /Y,VR~VKsVX~vW, 
(2;) x;v~~,lv~;,2v~i,3vPj,4 
C3i, j> xivYi,jvG,j,l v%,j,2vzi,~,3 
c4i,j,k) Y,,jvzi,j,kVdi,j,kV~,j,k,1Vt;;j,k,2 
t5i,j,k) Yi,jV zi,j, k Vai, j, kV <‘,j, k, 1 V <.,j, k, 2 
(6,, k, /I Zi,,kVt;,j,k,/V~;,j,k,/Viii,,,k,~,1Viii,j,k,i,2 
c7i,j,k,I) Zi,j,kVfi,j,k,lVbi,j,k,IV~i,~,k,/,1V~i,j,k,1,2 
(8,j, k, 1, m ) Zi,j,kVti,j,k,/VUi,j,k,/,mVF;,j,k,/,mV~;,j,k,/,m 
c9i, j, k, I, m I ti,j,k,/V~i,j,k,~,mVCi,j,k,~,mV~i,j,k,/,mV~i,j,k,~,m 
(lOi,j,k,l,m) Ui,~,k,l,mVCi,j,k,~,n~Vdi,j,k,l,mV~i,j,k,l,mV~i,j,k,~,m 
(ll,j,k,l,m) ~i,j,k,/,mVCi,j,k,l,n~Vdi,j,k,~,mVei,j,k,l,mV~i,j,k,l,m 
(12i,j,kvl,m ) ti,j,k,iVUi,j,k,l,mVvi,j,k,I,mV~,j,k,I,mV~i,j,k,I,m 
(13i,j,k,/,tn) Ui,~,k,l,mVvi,j,k,l,mV~,j,k,I,mV~i,j,k,l,~nV~i,j,k,l,m 
(14i,j,k,l,m) Ui,j,k,I,mVDi,j,k,~,ntV~,j,k,/,mV~i,j,k,I,mV~i,j,k,I,m 
(15i,j,k,l,m) Ui,j,k,l,mVvi,j,k,I,mV Wi,j,k,l,mVh;;j,k,~,mV~~.j,k,I,m 
(16i.j,k.l.m) Ui,j,k,l,mVDi,j,k,~,mVWi,j,k,/,mVh;;j,k,/,mV~i,j,k,I,m 
(17i,j,k,/,m) vi,j,k,I,mVWi,j,k,I,mVhi,j,k,I,mV~i,j,k,I,mV~i,j,k,~,m 
(18i,j,k,l,m) ~i,j,k,~,m~~i,j,k,~,m~~i,j,k,~,m~~i,j,k,l,m~~i,j,k,/,m 
(19,j,k,I,m) Wi,j,k,~,m~~i,j,k,/,m~~i,j,k,l,m~~i,j,k,l,mV~i,j,k,~,m 
(20i,j,k,l,rn) Wi,j,k,~,m~~i,j,k,/,m~~i,j,k,~,mV~i,j,k,~,mV~i,j,k,l,m 
(21i,j,k,I,m) Wi,j,k,~,m~~i,j,k,~,m~~i,j,k,l,mV~i,j,k,/,m~~i,j,k,~,m 
(22i,j,k,Lm) Wi,j,k,l,mVhi,j,k,l,mV~i,j,k,l,mV~i,j,k./,mV~i,j,k,I,m 
with i=l,2,3,4,5, j=l,2,3,4, k-1,2,3, 1=1,2, and m-1,2. 
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